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Abstract
This paper presents a simple model of disputes resolution both
from a macro-perspective (social planner’s problem) and from a
micro-perspective (parties’choice). Furthermore, it analyzes the
e¤ects of a number of policies on: a) victim’s access to justice, b)
parties’choice between settlement and litigation, c) social costs of
disputes resolution. Our research extends the existing literature
by showing that reducing litigation rate is not always socially
e¢ cient. Rather, in many cases, a social trade-o¤ exists between
curbing litigation and enhancing access to justice. Using this
framework, we derive policy implications for access to justice and
judicial economy.
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Introduction

Disputes naturally occur in every complex society. Disputes emerge
among citizens, between criminals and their victims, or the State, between …rms and workers, producers and consumers, and citizens and
institutions1 . Parties of a dispute are directly a¤ected by the events
which determine it and they are interested in the dispute resolution.
Particularly, who su¤ers a damage usually wants to receive a relief and
satisfy his own sense of justice2 . However, disputes and their resolutions
are not only a private problem, but also a social one. Disputes produce
negative externalities for the whole society. In fact, unsolved disputes
can lead to a sense of impunity and misconducts are left undeterred3 . In
extreme situations, when a legal system of disputes resolution4 is missing
or inaccessible, disputes can lead to disorders and violence. When access to justice in guaranteed5 , disputes can be resolved by legal “private”
systems as settlement, or by public systems as litigation.
According to the United Nation Development Program (UNDP, 2004),
access to justice denial for people who need legal remedies is a crucial
problem of development and social e¢ ciency6 . However, policy makers
underline further problems due to judicial diseconomies and ine¢ ciencies
linked to the excessive amount of litigation and consequent courts’workloads7 . Law and economics literature focuses on costly litigation versus
settlement and other alternative disputes resolution means8 . However,
1

UNDP (2004) and (2002). On con‡ict theory see Hirshleifer (2001), pp. 7-21
and 131-163.
2
See Cappelletti (1979), particularly, Cappelletti and Garth (1979).
3
See UNDP (2004). On negative externalities due to disputes, see also Posner
(1973), Shavell (1999a), (1997), and (1982b), and Cooter and Rubinfeld (1989).
4
According to UNDP (2002), justice institutions are established by law, either
formal or customary.
5
Accordin to the UNDP (2002), an environment of corruption, lack of respect for
the rule of law, impunity and lack of accountability illegitimizes the legal framework
and enhances violence and con‡icts.
6
Access to justice is scarcely analyzed in law and economics literature. Mainly,
theoretical literature concerns access to justice problem in speci…c contexts as “small
claims”. See, for instance, Sha¤er and Nordstrom (2007). However, access to justice
problem is deeply analyzed by UNDP (2002) and (2004) and World Bank (2006a)
and (2006b) from a development perspective. On access to justice movement and
related problems, see also Shavell (1999a), Sinnar (2002), Sommerland (2004), Mattei
(2006), Stratto 2007, and Varano and De Luca (2007). New contributions on access
to justice from an applied law and economics perspective are in Barendrecht, Mulder
and Giesen (2006).
7
See CEPEJ (2006) on Europe. See also Silver (2002) and Djankov, La Porta,
Lopez-de-Silans and Shleifer (2003). For statistics on the United States, see Cohen
and Smith (2004).
8
See Landes (1971), Gould (1973), Posner (1973), Shavell (1982a), (1995) and
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the literature usually analyzes these two problems separately, despite
their evident interconnections9 . Particularly, a trade-o¤ between increasing access to justice and reducing litigation seems often to emerge10 . The
problem is relevant from the policy perspective. On the one hand, policy
makers study amendments and reforms of procedural rules in order to
reduce courts’workloads and linked social costs11 . On the other hand,
they debate on the suitability of procedural rules to enhance access to
justice for victims who are usually excluded from the legal system12 . For
example, policy makers can discourage turning to the courts by designing
procedures and rules which make litigation more expensive for parties.
However, this kind of policies can negatively a¤ect access to justice for
victims. Furthermore, policy makers might enhance access to justice by
reducing victim’s litigation costs, while increasing litigation. This means
that policies on both litigation rate and access to justice often determine
a trade-o¤. Thus, the problem is to understand how policies simultaneously a¤ect access to justice and litigation. Finally, it is important to
verify the total e¤ect of policies on social costs of disputes resolution.
The paper presents a simple model of the disputes resolution problem
from a macro-perspective (social planner’s problem) and from a microperspective (parties’ choice). Furthermore, the paper analyzes policies
as litigation tax, legal aid, punitive damages, policies on legal merit and
uncertainty of law, and costs shifting, and their e¤ects on social costs of
disputes resolution. For the sake of simplicity, this paper considers only
monetary civil cases13 , however many implications derived from it have
a certain generality.
Let us explain our approach. When a dispute arises, it could be
resolved privately. We include among “private”systems of disputes res(1999b), P’ng (1983), Reinganum and Wilde (1986), Mnookin (1993), Hay and Spier
(1998), Lederman (1999), Spier (2003), and Dari-Mattiacci (2007b). On the relationship among courts, justice and e¢ ciency, from a multidisciplinary perspective
see Fix-Fierro (2004).
9
On a related perspective, see Silver (2002). The Author analyzes the problem of
excessive expensiveness of litigation in the United States. He con…rms that the system
is very expensive. However, probably it does not cost too much: “(...Scholars) may
realize that a country’s legal system supports its economic system and that the two
must be considered together. Any society could reduce litigation costs dramatically
by eliminating its courts, but the need to resolve disagreements would remain and
the burden on economic development could be substantial”.
10
See Posner (1973), and Shavell (1997).
11
See Silver (2002), Taru¤o (2005), and CEPEJ (2006).
12
See Posner (1973), Shavell (1997), UNDP (2002) and (2004), WB (2006a) and
(2006b).
13
In such a context rationality and risk neutrality, that are common in the law and
economics literature, can be accepted. See Shavell (2003).
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olution (ADR) any legal mechanism of disputes resolution alternative
to a public one (PDR). For instance, we consider settlement, arbitration, mediation and conciliation as ADR. ADR work without any cost
(or with very low costs) for third parties and for society. Parties agree
on a negotiated remedy (settlement, conciliation, mediation) or on a
method to solve the dispute and accept consequent outcomes (arbitration). E¢ cient ADR can allow victims to obtain relief and justice and
can determine positive externalities by deterring misbehavior. However
a point has to be underlined. A legal private system of disputes resolution can exist only as a complement of a public one. A bargaining
mechanism between parties can e¤ectively clear a dispute only if the
resulting contractual solution is enforceable. Thus, a private disputes
resolution system needs a public one to work14 .
Litigation can be considered as the main public disputes resolution
system (PDR). By applying laws and procedural rules, judges and courts
constitute the PDR of modern countries. Litigation do not need a parties’ agreement to work. In fact, by litigation, a party can reach an
enforceable solution against the other party. An e¤ective public system
allows victims to obtain redress and justice. PDR can also produce positive externalities by deterring misbehavior as well as a private system
does. PDR is costly for society. It can also produce additional positive
externalities which a private system does not15 . Particularly, judges’
decisions set precedents and allow principles and rights to be a¢ rmed.
Finally, public disputes resolutions enhance a legal environment of rights
protection. In addition, PDR might be more e¤ective than private solutions in deterring misconducts through reputational mechanisms and
others. However, for the sake of simplicity, the paper focuses on the fact
that society bears social costs due to PDR, while ADR is socially free
cost.
If a legal system is missing16 or inaccessible17 , access to justice is
denied to victims and disputes remain unsolved, or are violently solved.
14

In the literature ADR and PDR are mainly considered as substitutes. See Shavell
(1995). However, our statement about complementarity is strengthened in Subsection
2.2., where the model shows that people must be able to proceed before the court
also when settlement is preferable.
15
See Posner (1973), Shavell (1997) and (1999b), and Dari-Mattiacci (2007b).
16
According to UNDP (2004), supply of remedies includes capacities enabling adjudication of decisions, enforcement of remedies and accountability of the process
through civil society and parliamentary oversight.
17
Justice remedies (PDR or ADR) are not always available, yet even when they are
available, people may not always make use of them. Demand for remedies relates to
the key skills people need to seek remedies through PDR and ADR, including legal
awareness, legal aid, and other legal empowerment capacities. See, UNDP(2002),
and (2004).
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Violent disputes resolution (VDR) is costly for society, because of the
consequent costs of underdeterrence and violence.
From an aggregate perspective, the social planner has to simultaneously minimize social costs of VDR (this case includes also unsolved
claims) and social costs of PDR. However, the social planner cannot directly determine how disputes are solved. In fact, the choice of dispute
resolution system depends on how parties of a dispute decide to solve it.
Thus, in order to analyze the social planner’s problem, we have to
understand the problem below: how the parties in con‡ict choose their
preferable dispute resolution system18 . Let us introduce an example.
The social planner sets up PDR. A victim su¤ers a damage by an injurer
and wants a remedy. Parties choose to litigate before the court, or to
settle out of court, or to violently solve their dispute. The parties’choice
depends on e¤ective availability of PDR for the victim.
The main results of the paper are as follows:
Access to justice. Victims choose whether to access justice on the
basis of their expected trial outcome and budget constraint. Wealth,
con…dence in success of trial, and high damage redress enhance access to
justice. High victims’litigation costs can prevent access to justice and
consequently, every type of legal solution of disputes.
Litigation vs settlement. Parties choose between settlement and litigation only if victims can access justice. Di¤erently with respect to the
existing literature, the model shows that victims’ litigation costs and
amount at stake have ambiguous e¤ects on settlement19 . High victims’
litigation costs and low damage redress make litigation more expensive
for victims and enhance settlement. However, if victims’litigation costs
are su¢ ciently high, or damage redress su¢ ciently low, settlement decreases because victims cannot access justice. As usual, the probability
of settlement negatively depends on the divergence between the victim’s
and injurer’s beliefs on the litigation’s outcome while litigation positively
does. Furthermore, as common in the literature, litigation depends negatively on parties’litigation costs and positively on the amount at stake.
Social costs of disputes resolution and policies analysis. The paper
provides a theoretical framework to analyze several policies and their
18

A broad literature concerns the determinants of the rate of litigation and settlement. See Gould (1973), P’ng (1983), Mnookin (1993), Hay and Spier (1998),
Lederman (1999), and Spier (2003). However this literature usually do not consider
whether legal remedies, private or public, are e¤ectively accessible. Authors analyze
when parties litigate and settle, given that victims can legally proceed.
19
Usually the literature on litigation and settlement (see note 143, and in Section 2,
note 32), describes a positive e¤ect of increased litigation costs and reduced amount
at stake on settlement rate. However the literature usually does not consider any
kind of access to justice constraint.
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e¤ects on social costs of disputes resolution. Actually, from a social perspective, often a trade-o¤ exists between improving access to justice and
reducing litigation. For a given amount of access to justice, reductions in
the probability of litigation bene…t society by reducing expected social
costs of disputes resolution. However, discouraging litigation by policies
which also reduce access to justice can be socially detrimental. Thus,
some policies on access to justice or litigation have ambiguous e¤ects on
expected social costs of disputes resolution. This is the case of litigation
tax paid by victims and punitive damages in favour of victims. However,
other policies can unambiguously reduce expected social costs. Litigation tax charged to injurer, punitive damages in favour of the State, and
…nes bene…t society of reductions in the probability of litigation while
not a¤ecting access to justice. Also legal aid reduces expected social cost
of disputes resolution. Furthermore, the paper analyzes the in‡uence of
legal merit, uncertainty of law and rules of costs shifting.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our simple
model. In Section 3, the e¤ects of a number of policies on a) victim’s
access to justice, b) parties’choice of litigating before the court, c) expected social costs due to disputes resolution, are analyzed. Particularly
we consider policies as litigation tax, punitive damages, legal aid, policies
a¤ecting legal merits and uncertainty of law, and costs shifting. Section
4 describes the main policy implications of the model and concludes.

2

The Model

2.1

The social planner’s problem

From a macro-perspective, the social planner’s problem can be de…ned as
follows. Disputes which emerge in society should be resolved20 . Disputes
can be legally solved by PDR such as litigation in court, or by ADR as
settlement. Otherwise disputes are solved by VDR.
PDR is costly for society21 . Every dispute solved by PDR has a
constant social cost KP DR …nanced by the taxpayers.
Alternatively, disputes can be solved by ADR. This system of disputes resolution is assumed not to be costly for society. We can also
20

In the model disputes are assumed as exogenously determined. Endogenous
disputes would complicate our analysis without being crucial to our research.
21
For instance, according to the statistics of CEPEJ (2006), the annual budget
allocated to all courts without prosecution and legal aid per inhabitant (year 2004)
was 28.7 euros in Denmark, 36.6 in France, 47 in Italy, 52 in Spain, 8.1 in the
United Kingdom, 46.6 in the Netherlands. According to the United States Council
of Economic Advisers annual direct costs of the US tort system is around 1.8 percent
of GDP (year 2002).
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assume that ADR is simply less costly than PDR and normalize
the ADR social cost to zero.
If disputes are solved by VDR (this case includes unsolved claims),
society bears the social cost of this solution. Social cost of VDR
includes social costs of violence, underdeterrence, and others negative externalities. Every dispute solved by VDR has a constant
social cost KV DR KP DR 22 .
Let us normalize the total number of disputes to 1. The social planner’s problem can be summarized as in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Thus, the social planner should minimize the total expected social
cost of dispute resolution that is de…ned as:
= Pr(V DR)KV DR + Pr(P DR)KP DR

(1)

where Pr(V DR) is the probability that a dispute is solved by a violent disputes resolution system and Pr(P DR) is the probability that a
dispute is solved by litigation.
It is evident that the …rst best solution for the social planner who
wants to minimize the expected social cost of disputes resolution, would
22

We aggregate unsolved and violently solved disputes. As explained in Section 1,
unsolved or, worse, violently solved disputes are a cost for the society. By assuming
KV DR
KP DR we are simply recognizing the high negative impact of impunity,
violence and underdeterrence on society, as well described in WB and UNDP reports
on access to justice. The assumptions of constant social costs could be relaxed in
further extensions.
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be that all the disputes were solved by ADR, with null social costs. However, as explained above, an ADR system needs a credible and working
PDR system to work itself. So that, the social planner must always
guarantee PDR. Furthermore, being KV DR
KP DR , by assumption,
the second best solution for the social planner would be no disputes
solved by VDR.
However, the social planner cannot directly determine Pr(V DR) and
Pr(P DR). In fact, these probabilities depend on how parties of a dispute
decide to solve it. The social planner can only a¤ect these probabilities
by some policies which in‡uence parties’choices. Thus, in order to study
the social planner’s problem, we have to analyze how the parties of a
dispute choose the dispute resolution system.

2.2

The parties’problem

From a micro-perspective, in order to analyze how the victim V and the
injurer I behave in case of monetary dispute, de…ne:
qV 2 (0; 1) as the victim’s subjective probability of prevailing in
litigation (victim’s belief).
qI 2 (0; 1) as the injurer’s subjective probability of victim’s success
in litigation (injurer’s belief).
Parties, who are rational and risk neutral, have subjective beliefs on
the litigation outcome because of the uncertainty of the case23 . Beliefs
of parties are assumed to become common knowledge once dispute has
arisen24 .
D > 0 as the damage compensation awarded by the court in a
judgement in favour of the victim. This amount at stake is common
knowledge because we assume no court’s error over the damage
magnitude25 .
23

On uncertainty, information asymmetries, and parties’ beliefs in litigation, see
Shavell (1982), Bebchuk (1984), Cooter and Rubinfeld (1989), and Dari-Mattiacci
(2007b).
24
Also when subjective probabilities become common knowledge they can diverge.
In the law and economics literature, divergences between parties beliefs are usually
considered the main explanation of failures in settlement. Authors often rely on
“relative optimism” and omit to consider how this divergence between parties arises
(see Bebchuk, 1984 and Shavell, 2005). According to a recent literature, divergent
beliefs and common knowledge are not in contradiction with rationality when the
initial beliefs of the parties di¤er (see Gilboa, 1992) or people have di¤ering priors
(see Van de Steen, 2005).
25
Thus, in the model, the uncertainty of litigation outcome depends only on the
uncertainty of causation (the injurer’s liability), and not on the damage magnitude.
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CV and CI as positive litigation costs borne by the victim and
injurer respectively, to litigate before the court. Litigation costs
are assumed allocated according to the “American rule”: every
party bears his/her own litigation cost. Litigation costs include
lawyers fees, taxes and court’s fees, and every other costs linked to
litigation borne by parties26 .
Parties can avoid the trial by settling the case and thereby saving on litigation costs. As commonly assumed in the literature27 ,
settlement costs are smaller than litigation costs. We normalize
settlement costs to zero.
For the sake of simplicity, if the dispute is resolved by VDR, it
simply remains unresolved and the victim does not obtain any
kind of relief. Thus, the payo¤ of VDR is zero for both parties.
2.2.1

Without budget constraint

When an accident occurs and a dispute arises, the victim has to choose
whether to access justice and then solve the dispute by PDR or ADR.
If victim does not access justice, the dispute remains unsolved (VDR).
What does access to justice means?
Let us begin by assuming that there are no budget constraints for
parties in disputes. A victim has to evaluate litigation (PDR) as preferable to VDR in order to decide to access justice and sue her injurer.
This condition is necessary also when settlement (ADR) is preferable to
litigation. Otherwise victim’s threat to sue is not credible for the injurer
and no legal action follows at all28 . Recalling that, in case of VDR, parties’payo¤ is zero, the victim accesses justice if and only if her expected
litigation outcome (qV D CV ) is nonnegative, thus if:
CV
(2)
D
This condition determines when the victim accesses justice. Only when
the access to justice constraint (2) holds, the victim can evaluate litigation versus settlement. She prefers settlement only when she can bargain
a settlement amount (S) greater than her expected litigation outcome,
thus when:
qV

26

Also costs due to delays and ine¢ ciencies in trial which a¤ects parties can be
included.
27
See, for instance, Hay and Spier (1998) and Daughety and Reinganum (2005).
28
This point well explains the complementarity of ADR to PDR. ADR cannot
substitute ADR. ADR can be only an alternative solution to PDR when PDR is
feasible.
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qV D

(3)

CV < S

Obviously, the injurer accepts the settlement agreement only if S is
smaller than his expected litigation outcome (qI D + CI ), thus when:
(4)

qI D + CI > S

Rearranging (2), (3) and (4), settlement occurs when two conditions are
simultaneously satis…ed:
qV

CV
; and (qV
D

qI ) <

CV + CI
D

(5)

CV
CV +CI
Obviously litigation occurs when qV
and (qV qI )
.
D
D
CV
CV +CI
These two conditions can be written also as: qV
and qV
+
D
D
qI , where, as we know, qI 2 (0; 1). Obviously when the second holds,
the …rst is always satis…ed and results redundant. Thus parties litigate
simply when:

CV + CI
D
Figure 2 summarizes the problem explained above.
(qV

qI )

(6)

Figure 2
2.2.2

When victims choose under budget constraint (poor victims)

Let us introduce a budget constraint, only for victims. One of the main
barriers for victims’access to justice is their inability to pay for litigation
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costs29 . On the contrary, injurers are assumed to be always solvent30 . In
such a case, the necessary condition of a nonnegative expected litigation
outcome (2) is not enough. An additional condition must hold why access to justice is guaranteed: victim’s wealth must be su¢ cient to cover
litigation cost (w > CV ). See Figure 3.

Figure 3
2.2.3

Victim’s access to justice

As seen in Section 1, access to justice is a relevant issue for policy makers who are interested in protecting rights and deterring misbehavior.
Generally speaking, if (2) holds, and w > CV , the victim accesses justice
and legally proceeds against the injurer. Otherwise, she can choose only
VDR31 . This means that the victim’s access to justice depends on her
own subjective probability of success in trial, on her own litigation cost,
on her budget constraint, and on the damage redress. Access to justice
does not depend on the injurer’s belief and litigation cost.
Proposition 1 Access to justice positively depends on the victim’s subjective probability of prevailing in litigation (optimism) and damage compensation. Access to justice negatively depends on the victim’s litigation
29

Understanding of the content and attributes of rights (awareness of rights) is also
necessary to access justice. Lack of awareness of rights is a further strong barrier
to access to justice. However, this paper omits to consider this question. See WB
(2006a), UNDP (2004) and (2002), Sinnar (2002).
30
This paper focuses on problems in accessing justice, and not on “judgment proof”
problems. A judgment proof problem occurs when the injurer does not pay the
appropriate damage award, for instance because she goes to bankrupt. See Shavell
(1986), and Summer (1983). We can now assume a large and professional injurer or
an injurer who is covered by an insurance.
31
Note that, when CV
D, action never occurs.
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cost. Finally victim’s access to justice negatively depends on how much
his/her budget constraint is binding.
From (2) and victim’s budget constraint, Proposition 1 is self-evident.
Policy makers cannot directly determine access to justice. They can
in‡uence access to justice by designing procedures and rules able to a¤ect
victims’litigation costs, beliefs and budget constraint, or by in‡uencing
damage compensations.
Settlement versus litigation

2.2.4

As seen in Section 1, from a policy perspective, another relevant issue
concerns how parties choose between settlement and litigation. In recent
years, policy makers have encouraged resolutions of disputes out of court
in order to reduce courts’ workloads, ine¢ ciencies, and linked social
costs.
By de…ning (qV qI ) = , and reminding (5) and (6), the model
shows that, when the victim’s budget constraint is satis…ed:
If qV
If

CV
D

and

CV +CI
,
D

<

CV +CI
D

parties settle out of court;

parties litigate.

Proposition 2 Settlement negatively depends on the spread between the
victim’s and injurer’s beliefs. Litigation costs and amount at stake have
an ambiguous e¤ect on settlement. On the one hand, when access to justice is guaranteed, high litigation costs and low damage redress enhance
settlement. On the other hand, high litigation costs for victims and low
damage redress can reduce settlement by reducing access to justice.
Proposition 3 Litigation positively depends on the spread between the
victim’s and injurer’s beliefs and on the amount at stake (damage redress). Instead, litigation negatively depends on the parties’ litigation
costs.
About Proposition 2, let us underline that this result is not standard
in the literature. Usually the literature studies when disputes are litigated or settled32 and omits to consider the access to justice constraint.
32

This topic is widely discussed in the law and economics literature on legal procedures. For a review on this issue, see Hay and Spier (1998) and Daughety and
Reinganum (2005). See also Shavell (1982a), P’ng (1983), Mnookin (1993), and
Spier (2003). On settlement under asymmetric information, see Bebchuk (1984). On
arbitration, settlement, and litigation see Dari-Mattiacci (2007b). On litigation versus settlement when parties seek non-monetary judgments, see Shavell (1993). An
empirical approach is in Lederman (1999).
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By including the access to justice constraint, we …nd that when the victim’s litigation cost is su¢ ciently large (damage redress is su¢ ciently
CV
is less easily
small), the victim cannot access justice (condition qV
D
satis…ed). In such a case dispute is solved neither by litigation, nor by
settlement. However, when costs increase (damage redress decreases),
CV
but access to justice is guaranteed, settlement augments (qV
holds
D
CV +CI
and < D is more easily satis…ed).
About proposition 3, note that litigation arises only if the victim’s
subjective probability of success qV is su¢ ciently greater than the inCV +CI
jurer’s subjective probability of failure qI (
). This condition
D
is usually interpreted as a condition of mutual optimism: litigation occurs when parties are both optimistic enough over the litigation outcome.
As seen above, divergences in subjective probabilities are due to the uncertainty of law. Less uncertainty in law means that qV and qI trend to
converge. So that, settlement condition is easily satis…ed. This outcome
is standard in the law and economics literature (see Hay and Spier, 1998;
Daughety and Reinganum, 1999; Dari-Mattiacci, 2007a and 2007b; and
Daughety and Reinganum, 2005).
Policy makers interested in reducing courts’workloads can indirectly
in‡uence parties’ choice between litigation and settlement. They can
implement policies aimed at reducing the spread in parties’beliefs (by
reducing the uncertainty of law, for instance). In addition, policy makers can reduce litigation by designing procedures and rules which make
litigation more expensive for parties. However, this kind of policies can
negatively a¤ect access to justice for victims. This means that policies
on litigation costs determine a trade-o¤ between enhancing access to
justice and reducing litigation. This point will be discussed in detail in
the next Section.

2.3

Social costs

Let us move back to the social planner problem of costs minimization. As
seen above, the parties in disputes choose how to resolve their disputes.
Finally, the probability of VDR and the probability of PDR depend on
the parties’ litigation costs and beliefs, on the amount at stake, and
…nally on the victim’s wealth. De…ne:
CV
D

= v as the victim’s litigation cost to the damage redress ratio
for a representative dispute33 ;
CV +CI
D

= r as the litigation costs to the damage redress ratio for a
representative dispute.
33

We ground this assumption and the next one on the fact that at this stage we
are working on an aggregate level.
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The social planner cannot know the beliefs of every couple of litigants. The social planner can assume that the idiosyncratic parties’beliefs qV and qI are modelled as probability of victim’s success q 2 (0; 1). They are assumed to be independent34 , identically
distributed random variables with probability density function f
positive, continuous, and di¤erentiable over the interval (0; 1) and
zero elsewhere, and cumulative distribution F . The distribution
is unimodal, with mean and variance 2 . Changes in variance
occur according to the single crossing property35 .
The victims’wealth w 2 [0; 1] is a random variable. It is distributed according to the density function h, with cumulative function
H. Parties’beliefs and wealth are assumed to be independent random variables36 .
According to the analysis on parties’ behavior, parties avoid VDR
and consequent null payo¤ every time they can access justice. Furthermore, a dispute is solved by litigation only if victims can access justice
and settlement is less suitable. Thus, the social planner minimizes expected social costs of disputes resolution ( ) that can be rewritten as:
= (1

Pr(AJ))KV DR + Pr(P DR j AJ)KP DR

(7)

where Pr(AJ) is the probability that victims access justice and Pr(P DR j
AJ) is the probability that a dispute is resolved by PDR (litigation). Obviously this probability is calculated given that victims access justice.
2.3.1

Without budget constraint

By knowing that a victim of a representative dispute behaves as described in Subsections 2.2.1, according to the access to justice constraint
34

Although it could be reasonable to assume some degree of correlation between the
parties’subjective probabilities, each party has a own idiosyncratic “type”. Roughly
speaking, each party is less or more optimistic on the trial outcome, independently
of the other party’s type.
35
These assumptions on parties’beliefs follow Dari-Mattiacci (2007a). Variance of
beliefs distribution and single crossing property are useful in Subsection 3.4. Variance
can be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty of law. Single crossing property
refers to individuals’ preferences. Individuals with di¤erent attitude toward risk
have beliefs’ distributions with di¤erent variance. Indi¤erence curves of low risk
individuals are less steep than ones of high risk individuals. This property implies
some desirable features of variance. Particularly, for 22 > 21 there exists a q such
that F (q; ; 22 ) F (q; ; 21 ) 0 for q q.
36
Despite of the thought that richer people could be more optimistic and poorer
people could be more pessimistic, Hirshleifer (2001) shows that this assumption is
reasonable.
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(2) we can calculate the probability of access to justice without any
budget constraint as:
Pr(qV

v) = 1

F (v)

(8)

Obviously the probability that a dispute will be solved by VDR is
Pr(qV < v) = F (v).
According to (6), the probability that a dispute will be resolved by
P DR (litigation) can be calculated as the probability that
r. Thus,
by de…ning g as the density function, and G as the cumulative function of
the new random variable 2 ( 1; 1), Pr(P DR j AJ) can be calculated
as:
Pr(

r) = (1

G(r))

(9)

Note that this probability implies victims’access to justice, by the fact
that condition (6) is su¢ cient to guarantee access to justice. The probability of ADR (settlement) is slightly more complicated, because, according to (5), it is calculated as Pr( < r j qV
v). However it can be
found as: Pr(AJ) Pr(P DR j AJ) = (1 F (v)) (1 G(r)). Thus,
the probability of ADR is Pr(ADR j AJ) = G(r) F (v).
Note that
is a transformed random variable of q. Obviously the
density of probability g and the cumulative function G are transformed
functions of f . By applying the convolution rule37 , we can rewrite equation (9) as:
Z
1

Pr(ADR j AJ) =

F (q

r)f (q)dq

(10)

r

Thus, when victims are not subject to any budget constraint, the expected social cost of disputes resolution (7) that the social planner minimizes can be rewritten as:
Z 1
F (q r)f (q)dq
(11)
no b:c: = KV DR F (v) + KP DR
r

37

According to the convolution rule, distribution of a sum (or a di¤erence)
of two independent random
variables can be easily calculated. For instance:
R1
Pr [Z = X + Y
z] = 1 FY (z x)fx dx. Roughly speaking, variable Z = X +Y is
distributed according to a function which includes distribution functions of X and Y .
Distribution function of Z moves following “comovements”of X and Y distributions.
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2.3.2

Under budget constraint

By knowing that a victim under budget constraint behaves as described
in Subsections 2.2.2, we can recalculate also the probability of access
to justice and the probability of litigation under the victims’ budget
constraint. Owing to the independence of wealth and parties’ beliefs,
the probability of access to justice is Pr(qV
v) Pr(w > CV ) and can
be written as:
Pr(AJ) = (1 F (v)) (1 H(CV ))
(12)
The probability that a representative dispute is solved by VDR is equal
to Pr(qV < v) + Pr(qV
v) Pr(w CV ) and can be written as:
Pr(V DR) = F (v) + (1

(13)

F (v)) H(CV )

thus, victims do not access justice when are too poor or when are rich
enough to legally proceed but their claims are negative in expected value.
The probability that a representative dispute is solved by PDR (litigation) becomes (1 H(CV )) (1 G(r)), equal to:
Z 1
F (q r)f (q)dq
(14)
Pr(P DR j AJ) = (1 H(CV ))
r

The probability of ADR is (1 H(CV )) [G(r) F (v)]38 . Once again,
people decide to litigate or to settle if and only if they are rich enough
to legally proceed and their claims are nonnegative in expected value.
With broad generality, by including the victims’budget constraint,
the social planner has to minimizes expected social costs of disputes
resolution equal to:
= KV DR [F (v) + (1

F (v)) H(CV )] +
Z 1
H(CV ))
F (q r)f (q)dq

+KP DR (1

(15)

r

2.3.3

The social trade-o¤

From a social perspective, often a trade-o¤ exists between improving access to justice and reducing litigation. Particularly, by analyzing equation (7), we …nd that:
Proposition 4 For a given probability of access to justice, reductions
in the probability of litigation reduce expected social costs of disputes
resolution.
38

Pr(ADR) = (1

H(CV )) (1

F (v))

(1
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H(CV ))

R1
r

F (q

r)f (q)dq.

Proposition 5 An augmented probability of access to justice can improve or reduce expected social costs of disputes resolution. When the
improvement in the probability of access to justice corresponds to an
equivalent or a smaller improvement in the probability of litigation, expected social costs decrease. When an improvement in the probability of
access to justice corresponds to a greater improvement in the probability
of litigation, expected social costs can decrease or increase.
Proposition 4 is self-evident. As seen above, parties choose between
settlement and litigation only when victims can access justice. A reduction in the probability of litigation (which is conditioned on a certain probability of access to justice) obviously reduces the weight of the
expected social costs of litigation while not a¤ecting the uncoditioned
probability of access to justice.
Conversely, as explained in Proposition 5, an augmented probability of access to justice ambiguously a¤ects expected social costs of disputes resolution. On the one hand, augmented access to justice reduces
expected social costs by reducing the weight of VDR costs. On the
other hand, augmented access to justice can increase, or reduce (or do
not change) the probability of litigation and linked social costs. Given
KV DR KP DR , as long as the augmented probability of access to justice
results in an equivalent enlargement of probability of litigation, expected
social costs of disputes resolution surely decrease.
This means that the problem of the social planner slightly changes.
If a policy aimed at reducing litigation, do not a¤ect the probability of
access to justice, it is a good policy from a social perspective. If a policy
in favour of access to justice does not improve litigation, it is always a
good social policy. A policy aimed at reducing litigation which negatively
a¤ects the probability of access to justice could be a bad policy from a
social perspective.
Obviously the social planner can reduce expected social costs of disputes resolution also by reducing per capita social cost of litigation
KP DR . For instance, policy maker might reduce social (and private)
costs of litigation by reducing delays and ine¢ ciencies in courts’system.
However, the paper does not focus on this goal39 .
Equations is Subsection 2.3.1. and 2.3.2. allow us to develop the
broad policy analysis that is purposed in the next Section.
39

Social planner could also try to reduces KV DR . However it is evident that, while
social costs of courts and judges might be better controlled by social planner, cost of
violence, underdeterrence and impunity are less controllable.
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3

Policy analysis

To understand the in‡uences of a policy on the expected social cost of
disputes resolution, e¤ects on both the probability of access to justice
and the probability of litigation have to be simultaneously considered.
In this Section we analyze a number of policies that can in‡uence the
probability of access to justice and/or the probability of litigation. Particularly we study litigation taxes, legal aid, punitive damages, policies
on the legal merit and the uncertainty of law, and …nally costs shifting. The analysis is developed according to our main research questions:
how do these policies a¤ect a) the probability of access to justice, b)
the probability that parties choose to litigate in court, c) total expected
social costs due to disputes resolution.

3.1

Policies on parties’ litigation costs: litigation
tax

Let us begin by analyzing policies aimed at reducing litigation. Policy
makers interested in discouraging litigation could introduce extra costs
borne by parties who want to solve their dispute by litigation. We can
imagine a sort of extra fee or additional tax40 paid to sue in front of the
judge. The parties’ litigation costs become greater than in the benchmark case (Subsection 2.2).
Proposition 6 Litigation tax charged to victims ambiguously a¤ects expected social cost of disputes resolution. On the contrary, litigation tax
charged to injurers unambiguously reduces expected social cost of disputes resolution. When tax is charged to both parties, the total e¤ect is
ambiguous.
Access to justice: The probability of access to justice negatively depends on the victims’litigation costs @C@V Pr(AJ) < 0 , and does not
depend on the injurers’litigation costs @C@ I Pr(AJ) = 0 . Details about
this Subsection are in the Appendix A.1. Thus, a policy which enlarges
litigation costs as a litigation tax, discourages access to justice only when
a¤ects victims’litigation costs.
Litigation: As expected by policy makers, increased litigation cost
of both the victims and injurers reduces the probability of litigation
@
Pr(P DR j AJ) < 0;where i = V; I).
( @C
i
40

This extra-fee does not change social costs of litigation. It simply determines
a redistribution of social costs due to litigation from a widespread cost (charged on
all citizens) to a speci…c one (charged on parties). On litigation tax see also Shavell
(1999), Abramowicz (2001), Dari-Mattiacci (2007a).
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Social costs: Increased victims’ litigation costs ambiguously a¤ect
@
expected social costs of disputes resolution @C
7 0 . In fact, on the
V
one hand, increased victims’litigation costs reduce access to justice. On
the other hand increased victims’litigation costs reduce litigation. The
combined e¤ect might be an increase, rather than a reduction, in expected social costs of disputes resolution. Increased injurers’litigation
costs unambiguously reduce expected social costs of disputes resolution,
by reducing the probability of litigation while not a¤ecting access to
@
< 0 . So that, given an amount of cases legally solved, litijustice @C
I
gation decreases.

3.2

Policy on victims’wealth: legal aid

Legal aid is one of the main issues related to the problem of access
to justice41 . Usually legal aid is limited to criminal cases, in order to
guarantee a fair trial for plainti¤s42 . However we generically consider
a transfer from the State, or from a social security system to a poor
person who wants to protect his rights in court. As seen in Proposition
1, if victim’s budget constraint is too binding (CV > w), victim does
not access justice, also when it is suitable (litigation expected outcome
is nonnegative). Thus, legal aid may be interpreted as an insurance
guaranteed by the State or by a social security system aimed at allowing
a poor victim to legally resolve a dispute. We omit to consider potential
abuses or moral hazard. Thus, assume that legal aid does not determine
any enrichment for recipients. So that, in case of victim’s success in
trial, the amount of legal aid will be returned back. Being a transfer,
victims however evaluate whether proceeding in court is suitable. Thus,
poor victims proceed if and only if their claims are nonnegative in value.
Legal aid simply allows all victims with nonnegative claims to proceed,
41

According to UNDP (2002), “inability to pay for litigation costs, or to proceed
e¤ectively, or the risk of bad consequences are all critical concerns when navigating
the legal process. Legal aid relates to all necessary capacities in litigation, including
not only legal counsel, but also various forms of psycho-social support”. On this
topic, see Buchko, Rekosh, and Terzieva (2002). See also UNDP (2004), Garoupa
and Stephen (2004), WB (2006), and De Luca and Varano (2007). Some interesting
statistics on legal aid in European countries are in CEPEJ (2006).
42
Resources scarcity usually requires applying some restrictions for access to legal
aid. However, the State should be responsible for providing legal aid to those who
need it. Under international law, free legal counsel is required only for criminal cases.
The reality for poor however, is that to access justice, they require legal counsel to be
expanded to other areas as well, from civil and commercial matters to administrative
and labour relations. Many countries have expanded the scope of free legal counsel
by constitutional law. Legal aid should provide not only …nancial support but also
other forms of support to navigate the legal process (UNDP, 2002).
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also in case of insu¢ cient wealth.
Proposition 7 Legal aid unambiguously reduces expected social costs
of disputes resolution. Although it enlarges expected social costs due to
litigation, its curbing e¤ect on expected social costs due to VDR prevails.
Access to justice: By comparing (8) with (12), the model shows that
legal aid e¤ectively augments access to justice probability. Legal aid
enlarges the probability of access to justice by an amount equal to
H(CV ) (1 F (v)). So that, access to justice increases exactly by the
probability which a dispute is nonnegative in expected value (for victims) given a budget constraint too binding. We can also imagine a
mechanism to …lter unmeritorious suits. In such a case, only a share
of disputes would be funded, however our qualitative outcome does not
change.
Litigation: By comparing (10) with (14) it is clear that legal aid
enlarges the probability of litigation by allowing poor
R 1 victims to proceed.
The probability of litigation increases by H(CV ) r F (q r)f (q)dq, thus,
it increases by the probability which a dispute is suitably litigated in
court given the probability that the budget constraint is too binding to
proceed.
Social costs: By comparing expected social costs under legal aid
equal to no b:c: in equation (11) with expected social cost under budget
constraint (15), the model shows that legal aid unambiguously reduces
expected social costs of disputes resolution. Although the augmented
access to justice due to legal aid determines an enlargement in litigation,
the positive e¤ect of reduced VDR dominates. Note that the di¤erence
in expected social costs with and without legal aid is always negative.
In fact it is exactly the di¤erence existing in expected social costs due
to litigation and expected
social costs due to VDR without any budget
R1
constraint: KP DR r F (q r)f (q)dq KV DR (1 F (v)) < 0, because
R1
F (q r) (1 F (v)).
r
Obviously, our assumption on KP DR < KV DR becomes crucial. If
this assumption is relaxed, once again the model might show a trade-o¤
between enhancing access to justice and curbing litigation.

3.3

Policy on the amount at stakes: punitive damages

In this Subsection we analyze the e¤ects of punitive damages43 on access
to justice, litigation, and …nally, expected social costs of disputes resolu43

Punitive damages are deeply analyzed in the law and economics literature. See
Stoll (1983), Polinsky and Shavell (1997) and (1998), Eisenberg et al. (1997), Spier
(2003) and Sebok (2007). Punitive damages are typically used in US legal system. In
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tion. Punitive damages are damages not awarded in order to compensate
the victim, but in order to deter the injurer from pursuing a course of
action such as that which damaged the victim. We have to distinguish
two cases: 1) punitive damages are paid by losing injurers to winning
victims; 2) punitive damages are paid by losing injurers to the State as
a …ne.
3.3.1

Punitive damages in favour of victims

Let us begin from case 1). Punitive damages in favour of victims simply
imply a greater amount at stake (D) in favour of the winning victim
paid by the losing injurer.
Proposition 8 (1) Punitive damages in favour of victims have ambiguous e¤ects on expected social costs of disputes resolution. On the one
hand expected social costs due to VDR decrease (the probability of access to justice increases) in the amount at stake. On the other hand the
probability of litigation increases in the amount at stake.
To prove statement (1) of Proposition 8 it is su¢ cient to analyze
…rst derivatives of the probability of access to justice, of litigation, and
of expected social costs of disputes resolution with respect to D.
Access to justice: The probability of access to justice (12) increases
@
Pr(AJ) > 0). Details about this Subsection
in the amount at stake ( @D
are in the Appendix A.2.
Litigation: By analyzing the …rst derivative of the probability of litigation (14) with respect to the amount at stake, it easy to see that the
@
Pr(P DR j
probability of litigation positively depends on damage redress ( @D
AJ) > 0).
Social costs: Increased amount at stake ambiguously a¤ects expected
@
social costs @D
7 0 . In fact, on the one hand increased damage redress
enlarges access to justice. On the other hand increased amount at stake
enlarges the probability of litigation.
3.3.2

Punitive damages in favour of the State or …nes

To study case 2), let us de…ne d as the punitive damages (or …ne) paid
by losing injurers to the State. Obviously condition of victims’ access
to justice given by (2) and (w > CV ) does not change .However, the
injurer’s expected value of litigation outcome changes with respect to
the benchmark case described in Subsection 2.2. and becomes equal to:
qI (D + d) + CI .
many countries, particularly in Europe, punitive damages are completely forbidden.
However, main results of this Subsection are useful to understand the e¤ects of every
policy which in‡uences the amount at stake in a dispute.
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Proposition 8 (2) Punitive damages in favor of the State (…nes) unambiguously reduce expected social costs of disputes resolution, by reducing
litigation.
Access to justice: In case of punitive damages in favour of the State
the probability of access to justice does not change.
Litigation: However, by changing the injurer’s expected value of litigation outcome, the probability of litigation changes too. Litigation
> CV D+CI . Note that this new condition why
occurs when qV qI D+d
D
parties litigate in court is more hardly satis…ed than in the benchmark
2 0; D+d
as a new random variable
case (6). De…ne qb = qI D+d
D
D
calculated from a linear transformation of qI , distributed with a density
D
function fb(b
q ) = D+d
f (q). By de…ning b = qV qb, we can recalculate
the probability of litigation in case of punitive damages in favour of the
\
State as Pr(P
DR j AJ) Pr( b r). By applying the convolution rule,
R1
D
D
\
we obtain Pr(P
DR j AJ) = D+d
F (q r)f (q)dq. Being D+d
< 1, it
r
easy to understand that the probability of litigation in case of punitive
damages in favour of the State is smaller than in the benchmark case
(10).
Social costs: The e¤ect of punitive damages in favour of the State
on expected social costs of disputes resolution is a reduction. This is an
obvious consequence of reduced probability of litigation.

3.4

Policies on parties’beliefs: legal merit and uncertainty of law

According to the literature, uncertainty enhances litigation44 . As seen
above, the uncertainty of litigation outcome determines parties’subjective beliefs. Furthermore, when victims can access justice, for litigation
to arise the spread between parties’beliefs must be large enough, otherwise parties settle45 . Policy makers can reduce the uncertainty of law
by enacting clearer laws, by setting a strong role of precedents, by forcing judges to decide consistently with previous equivalent cases, and
by de…ning regulatory standards. We verify whether policy makers can
e¤ectively discourage litigation by reducing the uncertainty of law. Furthermore, we analyze the e¤ects of a reduced uncertainty of law on access
to justice and expected social costs of disputes resolution.
44

As well described in Dari-Mattiacci (2007b) a sort of circularity exists in the relationship between rate of litigation and uncertainty. By litigation which sets precedents and interpretive standards, uncertainty of law decreases. Further, reduced
uncertainty implies a reduced rate of litigation. A reduced rate of litigation increases
uncertainty of law, and so on. However this paper focuses on that less uncertainty
determines a reduced divergence in parties’beliefs.
45
See notes 23 and 24.
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We also consider the in‡uence of legal merit of the cases. Merit of
cases is another sensitive issue from a policy perspective. Unmeritorious
lawsuits (with low or null legal merit) are considered a sort of unsuitable
abuse of the legal system and usually discouraged by judges46 .
Proposition 9 By reducing the uncertainty of law, policy makers can
reduce the probability of litigation. However the e¤ects of reduced uncertainty on expected social costs of disputes resolution are not veri…able.
Without additional information on the distribution of parties’ beliefs,
the uncertainty e¤ects on the probability of access to justice remain unknown.
Merit of the cases enhances the probability of access to justice, and does
not a¤ect the probability of litigation. Expected social costs of disputes
resolution are decreasing in the legal merit.
Let us follow Dari-Mattiacci (2007a), according to whom the mean
of beliefs’distribution represents the legal merit of cases (beliefs are
correct and unbias on average), and variance 2 measures the uncertainty
of law.
Access to justice: Without additional assumptions on parties’beliefs
distribution, it is impossible to evaluate whether the probability of access
to justice is increasing or decreasing in variance. In further research it
would be suitable make some simulations in order to understand how
uncertainty of law a¤ects the probability of access to justice according
to di¤erent beliefs’distributions.
By analyzing the relationship between parties’beliefs and the probability of access to justice, it results that in cases with high merit, the
probability that agents access justice is greater than in cases with low
merit. Imagine two arbitrary distributions: beliefs of agents with very
meritorious cases (low contentious population) are distributed with a
density function skewned to the left. On the contrary, beliefs of agents
with low merit cases (strongly contentious population) are distributed
with a density function skewned to the right. Obviously, the probability
of access to justice, according to the …rst distribution is greater than the
second one.
Litigation: We can easily prove that the probability of litigation
is increasing in variance of beliefs and is not a¤ected by the mean of
beliefs. From the mean and the variance of beliefs, E( ) = 0 and
V ar( ) = 2 2 are calculated. Note that, for an arbitrary distribution
46

For instance, in the United States, Rule 11 - Federal Rules of Civil Procedure sanctions frivolous or improper litigations. In Civil law countries there is the concept
of Litis temeraria. Also according to this principle, parties who sue a claim without
any legal merits before the court are usually sanctioned.
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f , g( ) de…ned for all 2 ( 1; 1) is symmetrically centered on zero and
does not depend on . From the single crossing property we know that
@
(1 G( )) > 0, for all > 047 . Being the probability of litigation
@ 2
r)) > 0.
calculated as Pr(
r) = (1 G(r)), we …nd @@ 2 (Pr(
Social costs: As in the case of the probability of access to justice,
without additional restrictive assumptions on parties’ beliefs distribution, the uncertainty’s e¤ects on expected social costs of disputes resolution remain unknown. In further research, simulations would be useful
to analyze e¤ects of the uncertainty of law on expected social costs of
disputes resolution.
However, legal merit positively a¤ects the probability of access to
justice and does not a¤ect the probability of litigation. Thus, we can
conclude that, by curbing litigiousness of population and increasing the
level of merit of the disputes, expected social costs of disputes resolution
decrease.

3.5

Policies of costs shifting: the British rule

Law and economics deeply study costs shifting e¤ects on litigation. Particularly, e¤ects on deterrence, and settlement equilibrium have been
analyzed48 . In this Subsection, the case of “British rule” is presented:
the party loosing in trial bears both his and winning party’s litigation
costs. To analyze this policy, a simple extension of the benchmark case
of Subsection 2.2 is developed. We distinguish two cases: 1) without any
budget constraint, 2) under victims’budget constraint.
3.5.1

Without budget constraint

As usual, the victim decides to sue her injurer if and only if her expected
litigation outcome is nonnegative, thus if qV D (1 qV ) (CI + CV ) 0.
CV +CI
2 (0; 1), under British Rule the victim’s
By de…ning re = D+C
V +CI
access to justice constraint can be written as:
re

qV

(16)

If the access to justice constraint holds, victim evaluates litigation versus
settlement. The victim prefers settlement when can bargaining a settleb greater that her expected litigation outcome. Thus,
ment amount (S)
b The injurer settles when the
when: qV (D + CI + CV ) (CI + CV ) < S.
settlement amount is smaller than his expected litigation outcome, thus
b Settlement occurs when two conditions
when: qI (D + CV + CI ) > S.
are simultaneously satis…ed:
47

See note 35.
The literature on this argument is broad. See for instance Shavell (1882b), Reinganum and Wilde (1986), Spier (2003), Hersh and Viscusi (2007).
48
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qV

re; and (qV

qI ) < re

(17)

Obviously litigation occurs when qV
re and (qV qI )
re. These
two conditions can be written also as: qV
re and qV
re + qI , where,
as we know, qI 2 (0; 1). Obviously when the second holds, the …rst
is always satis…ed and results redundant. Thus parties litigate simply
when:
re

(18)

Proposition 10 (1) When no budget constraint exists, British rule increases the probability of litigation and ambiguously a¤ects the probability of access to justice. The e¤ects on expected social costs of disputes
resolution are uncertain.
Access to justice: Under the British rule, the probability of access to
f = Pr(qV
justice becomes: Pr(AJ)
re) = 1 F (e
r)
In such a case, not necessarily shifting costs increases access to justice. The probability of access to justice under British rule is greater
than in the benchmark case (8) only when re < v. Thus, British rule
enhances the probability of access to justice when the victim’s litigation
costs to the amount at stake ratio is greater than the weight of injurer’s
I
< CDV ). In the case of small claims
litigation costs to total ones ( (CVC+C
I)
(small D) and/ or disproportion in litigation costs in favour of the injurers, British rule can enhance access to justice. Perhaps, British rule
can enhance access to justice when “small” victims pay costly lawyers
for proceeding against “professional”litigants supported by insider corporate lawyers (with low fees) . However, in general, e¤ects of British
rule on access to justice are ambiguous.
Litigation: From condition (18) we can calculate the probability of
^
litigation without budget constraint, under the British rule: Pr(P
DR j
f
AJ) = Pr(
re) = 1 G(e
r). It easy to see that the probability
of litigation always augments. In fact the probability of litigation under
CV +CI
< CV D+CI = r.
British rule is always greater than (9), being re = D+C
V +CI
Social costs: British rule ambiguously a¤ects expected social costs of
disputes resolution. In fact, British rule surely enlarges the probability
of litigation. However British rule ambiguously a¤ects access to justice
probability. The total e¤ect depends on parameters of costs litigation
and amount at stake. Details about this subsection are in the Appendix
A.3. Obviously if British rule reduces the probability of access to justice,
it always enlarges expected social costs of disputes resolution. However,
British rule can reduce expected social costs of disputes resolution by
25

augmenting the probability of access to justice less than the augmented
probability of litigation. In fact British rule can reduce expected social
KP DR
KP DR
costs when: F (v) F (e
r) > K
[G(r) G(e
r)], where K
is less that
V DR
V DR
1.
3.5.2

Under budget constraint

Under budget constraint, victims can sue nonnegative value claims only
if their wealth is greater than expected costs linked to the proceedings,
thus when w > (1 qV ) (CI + CV ). This constraint can be written
as: w + qV (CI + CV ) > (CI + CV ). Let us de…ne C = (CI + CV ) and
q = qV C; 2 (0; C) as a new random variable calculated from a linear
transformation of qV , distributed with a density function f (q) = C1 f (q).
The budget constraint under British rule can be written as: w + q >
C. According to the convolution rule, being w and q independent, the
probability that victims are rich enough to legally proceed is:
Z1
1
Pr(w + q > C) = 1 C H (C (1 q)) f (q) dq.
0

Proposition 10 (2) Under victims’budget constraint, the British rule
ambiguously a¤ects both the probability of access to justice and the probability of litigation. Thus, e¤ects on expected social costs of disputes
resolution are uncertain.
Access to justice: Under the British rule and budget constraint the
probability of access to justice
becomes:
0
1
Z1
r)) @1 C1 H (C (1 q)) f (q) dq A which can be
Pr(AJ) = (1 F (e
0

greater or smaller than in the benchmark case (12)49 .
Litigation: The probability
of litigation becomes: 1
0
Z1
Pr(P DR j AJ) = @1 C1 H (C (1 q)) f (q) dq A (1

G(e
r)). Dif-

0

ferently then in the case without budget constraint, British rule not necessarily improves the probability of litigation. In order to understand
the e¤ects of British rule with budget constraint, additional assumptions
on wealth’s and beliefs’distributions should be made .
Social costs: Obviously also the e¤ect of British rule with budget
constraint on expected social costs of disputes resolution is ambiguous
and should be analyzed by making more assumptions.
49

See the Appendix, A.3.
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4

Conclusions

Disputes and their resolution are a crucial issue, both for social fairness
and economic development. Scholars and policy makers focus on two
interconnected questions: curbing social costs due to tribunals and trials,
and guaranteeing access to justice for all people who need legal remedies.
Augmenting access to justice, however a “fair” goal, results in enlarged
social costs by increasing litigation. This outcome could be always true,
if we omit to consider that unresolved or violently-solved disputes charge
high social costs to society. This model studies the problem of disputes
resolution by including also these social costs. By analyzing both access
to justice requirements and the choice between settlement and litigation
(Propositions 1-3), the paper contributes to the existing literature by
providing some not trivial outcomes.
First, litigation costs and amount at stake have ambiguous e¤ects on
parties’choice to settle. When access to justice is guaranteed, we …nd,
as common in the literature, that high litigation costs and low damage
redress enhance settlement. Otherwise, high victims’litigation costs and
low amount at stake can reduce settlement by reducing access to justice
(Proposition 2).
Second, this paper provides a theoretical framework to analyze several policies and their e¤ects on the probability of access to justice, the
probability of litigation, and …nally, on consequent social costs of disputes resolution.
Actually, from a social perspective, often a trade-o¤ exists between
improving access to justice and reducing litigation. Given a probability
of access to justice, reductions in the probability of litigation bene…t
society by reducing expected social costs of disputes resolution. This
means that policies that shift the choice of people from litigation to settlement while not a¤ecting access to justice allow savings in social costs
(Propositions 4). However, discouraging litigation while simultaneously
reducing access to justice can be socially detrimental. Enlargements in
the probability of access to justice may bene…t society when consequent
enlargement in the probability of litigation is not excessive (Proposition
5).
Let us summarize the main paper’s results on policies analysis. Two
types of policies can be identi…ed. The …rst type includes policies which
ambiguously in‡uence expected social costs of disputes resolution. Precisely in such a type of policies, the trade-o¤ between access to justice
and litigation emerges. Social gains due to improvements in access to
justice are in some measure counterbalanced by enlargements in litigation and linked social costs. These policies could be e¤ective in reducing
expected social cost only if suitably gauged. According to our analysis,
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litigation tax paid by victims50 or by both parties, and punitive damages
in favour of victims51 , have ambiguous e¤ects on expected social costs,
although by opposed mechanisms (Propositions 6 and 8.1).
The second type includes policies which can unambiguously reduce
expected social costs of disputes resolution. Litigation tax charged to
injurer and punitive damages in favour of the State and …nes can bene…t
society of reductions in the probability of litigation while not a¤ecting
access to justice. These policies e¤ectively discourage parties to litigate before the court and do not produce any e¤ect on access to justice
(Propositions 6 and 8.2). Probably, the main obstacle to implementing a
tax unilaterally charged to the defendant is that it could be perceived as
“unfair”. However punitive damages in favour of the State might be suitably applied, at least in speci…c areas of law52 . Also legal aid determines
unambiguous e¤ects. It enlarges the probability of litigation. However,
it also reduces expected social cost of disputes resolution. Actually, legal
aid shifts a certain amount of cases from VDR to litigation. However,
all additional litigations are removed from the amount of cases solved
by VDR with a gain for society (Proposition 7). Finally, expected social
costs of disputes resolution negatively depend on legal merit (Proposition
9). Thus, a low contentious society can avoid high costs of the disputes
resolution system. This outcome also underlines the signi…cance of rules
aimed at discouraging people to sue frivolous cases.
The paper also analyzes the in‡uence of the uncertainty of law and
the e¤ects of British rule. A strong role of precedent and other policies
which reduce the uncertainty of law could be useful for controlling social
costs of disputes resolution. In fact, by reducing the uncertainty of law,
policy makers can reduce the litigation rate. However e¤ects of the uncertainty on access to justice are unclear and should be further explored
(Proposition 9). On the contrary, British rule does not seem an e¤ective policy aimed at reducing expected social costs of disputes resolution.
However, also in this case, further research is necessary (Proposition 10).
The results of this research provide a framework to evaluate policies
aimed at curbing litigation and ones implemented to improve access to
justice. Obviously, policy makers should evaluate also mix of policies
to reduce expected social costs of disputes resolution by guaranteeing
access to justice for all, and favouring ADR instead of litigation.
50

This outcome holds also for other policies resulting in increased victims’litigation
cost.
51
This outcome holds also for other policies resulting in increased amount at stake
for victims.
52
For instance, punitive damages could be applied in environmental or in consumer
cases where super-individual or di¤usive righst and individual ones are toghether
infringed upon .
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Finally, this paper could be extended by simulations. By introducing explicit functions of parties’beliefs53 and wealth54 distributions, our
analysis could be enriched. As seen above, several policies determine ambiguous e¤ects from a social perspective. Simulations might extend our
results and clarify which e¤ects prevail when trade-o¤ between access to
justice and litigation exists.

53

See Dari-Mattiacci (2007a) who models parties’beliefs according to beta distributions.
54
For instance, wealth could be modelled according to a Pareto distribution.
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Appendix
A.1
Recalling that v = CDV , the probability of access to justice under the
budget constraint is: Pr(AJ) = 1 F ( CDV ) (1 H(CV )) :
We calculate the …rst derivatives with respect to litigation costs:
@
Pr(AJ) = D1 f ( CDV ) (1 H(CV )) h(CV ) 1 F ( CDV ) < 0
@CV
@
Pr(AJ) = 0:
@CI
Recalling that r = CV D+CI , the probability of litigation under the
R1
budget constraint is: Pr(P DR j AJ) = (1 H(CV )) r F (q r)f (q)dq:
We calculate the …rst derivatives
R 1 with respect to litigation costs:
@
Pr(P DR j AJ) = h(Ci ) r F (q r)f (q)dq+
@Ci
R1
1
(1 H(Ci )) r f (q r)f (q)dq < 0; where i = V; I:
D
Under the budget constraint, the expected social costs of disputes
resolution are :
R1
KV DR F ( CDV ) + 1 F ( CDV ) H(CV ) + KP DR (1 H(CV )) r F (q
r)f (q)dq:
We calculate the …rst derivatives with respect to litigation costs:
@
= KV DR f ( CDV ) D1 f ( CDV ) D1 H(CV ) + 1 F ( CDV ) h(CV ) +
@CV
h
i
R1
R1
+KP DR h(CV ) r F (q r)f (q)dq D1 (1 H(CV )) r f (q r)f (q)dq =
R1
= D1 [1 H(CV )] KV DR f ( CDV ) KP DR r f (q r)f (q)dq +
R1
+h(CV ) KV DR 1 F ( CDV )
KP DR r F (q r)f (q)dq 7 0
i
h
R1
@
@r
f
(q
r)f
(q)dq
+
=
K
(1
H(C
))
P
DR
V
@CI
@CI r
R
1
1
K
(1 H(CV )) r f (q r)f (q)dq < 0:
D P DR
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A.2
The …rst derivative of the probability of access to justice (under the
@
Pr(AJ) =
budget constraint) with respect to the amount at stake is: @D
CV
CV
+ D2 f ( D ) (1 H(CV )) > 0
The …rst derivative of the probability of litigation (under the budget
@
constraint) with respect to the amount at stake is: @D
Pr(P DR j AJ) =
R
1
CV +CI
= (1 H(CV ))
f (q r)f (q)dq > 0
D2
r
The …rst derivative of the expected social costs of disputes resolution
(under the budget constraint) with respect to the amount at stake is:
@
= KV DR f ( CDV ) CDV2 (1 H(CV ))+
@D
R1
I
+hCVD+C
KP DR (1 H(CV )) r f (q r)f (q)dq = (1 i H(CV ))
2
R1
CV +CI
KP DR r f (q r)f (q)dq CDV2 KV DR f ( CDV ) 7 0
D2
A.3
Without budget constraint, social costs of disputes resolution are:
G(r)). They are greater or smaller (7)
no b:c: = KV DR F (v)+KP DR (1
than social costs of disputes resolution, under the British rule, without
budget constraint e no b:c: = KV DR F (e
r) + KP DR (1 G(e
r)), where re =
CV +CI
<
r.
D+CV +CI
However, no b:c: > e no b:c: if
KV DR [F (v) F (e
r)] > KP DR [G(r) G(e
r)]
KP DR
F (v) F (e
r) > KV DR [G(r) G(e
r)]

Right term is always positive. When British rule reduces the probability of access to justice (v < re), left term is negative and the condition
above never holds. Instead when British rule enlarges the probability
of access to justice (v > re), the condition above holds for enlargement
KP DR
smaller than G(r) G(e
r), because K
< 1.
V DR
The probability of access to justice under British rule and the budget
constraint Pr(AJ) is greater or smaller than the probability of access to
justice in the benchmark0
case Pr(AJ):
1
Z1
Pr(AJ) = (1 F (e
r)) @1 C1 H (C (1 q)) f (q) dq A 7 Pr(AJ);
0

British rule, under the budget constraint, enlarges the probability of
access to justice when:
(1 F (e
r))
(1 H(CV ))
1:
>0
(1 F (v))
Z1
B
B
B1
@

1
C

0

C
C
H(C(1 q))f (q)dq C
A
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